BalancePoint™ Flyware Guide

Refer to the I SERIES BalancePoint™ Flyware Accessory Guide for an inclusive installation guide for all of the kits. Clicking on each of the blue model numbers will bring up the individual kit assembly instructions.

**BalancePoint™ Fly Rails**

- **BFR22H**: BalancePoint™ Horizontal Fly Rails - fly a single enclosure (landscape orientation)
- **BFR22V**: BalancePoint™ Vertical Fly Rails - fly a single enclosure (portrait orientation)
- **SBR54**: Subwoofer behind BalancePoint™ Fly Rails (54") - adds one or two subwoofers behind any array configuration

**Horizontal Array Kits**

- **IAF40 (2-way), IAF55 (3-way)**: Isometric Array Frames - for two to three loudspeakers in portrait or landscape orientation (Requires U-Brackets or Vertical yokes)
- **HAB-BFR38 (2-way), HAB3-BFR38 (3-way)**: Horizontal Array Brackets with BalancePoint™ Fly Rails Kit - to array two full-range cabinets with a subwoofer in between
- **HSB-BFR22 (2-way), HSB3-BFR22 (3-way)**: Dual Horizontal Splay Kits - horizontally array two full-range models
- **HSB-SBR54 (2-way), HSB3-SBR54 (3-way)**: Horizontal Splay Brackets with BalancePoint™ Fly Rails Kit - to array two full-range loudspeakers with subwoofer(s) behind

**Vertical Array Kits**

- **VSB-BFR22 (2-way), VSB3-BFR22 (3-way)**: Vertical Splay Kits - to vertically array two full-range models
- **VSB-SBR54 (2-way), VSB3-SBR54 (3-way)**: Vertical Splay Brackets with BalancePoint™ Fly Rails - to array two full-range loudspeakers with subwoofer behind
- **VAB-BFR38**: Vertical Array Brackets with BalancePoint™ Fly Rails Kit - mount and aim a full-range cabinet under a subwoofer
- **DVS-BFR22**: Dual Vertical Splay with BalancePoint™ Fly Rails - to vertically array and aim two loudspeakers or loudspeaker/subwoofer combination (Can also be used with one or two U-Brackets)

**Array Accessory Kits**

- **DFS**: Downfill Splay Bracket - to add a downfill loudspeaker to any array
- **HVS (2-way), HVS3 (3-way)**: Horizontal/Vertical Splay Brackets - to add one additional loudspeaker to an array
- **TPK**: Tight Pack Kit - to connect any pair of loudspeakers or subwoofers that share common suspension points

**U-Brackets and Vertical Yokes**

- **IUB1122, IUB1152, IUB1153**: U-Brackets - mount and aim single full-range loudspeakers
- **IUB1122WRG, IUB1152WRG, IUB1153WRG, IUB0002WRG, IUB112SWRG**: Stainless steel U-Brackets for weather-resistant versions of loudspeakers and subwoofers
- **IVY1122, IVY1152, IVY1153, IVY0002**: Vertical yokes - vertically mount and aim single full-range loudspeakers (model specific)

**Community Professional Loudspeakers**
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